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ABSTRACT

We present results from numerical simulations

modeling the dynamics of single (laser-generated)

cavitation bubbles expanding and collapsing right

at a plane solid boundary. The model consists

of a bubble filled with a small amount of non-

condensable gas in a compressible liquid. The

Navier-Stokes equations are discretized with the fi-

nite volume method. The volume of fluid method is

used to capture the interface between liquid and gas.

The model is implemented in the open source soft-

ware package OpenFOAM.

A millimeter sized bubble in water serves as ref-

erence to discuss bubble dynamics. The most in-

triguing phenomenon that occurs in this configura-

tion is the formation of a fast jet that is directed to-

wards the solid with a speed of the order of 1000 m/s.

The jet formation mechanism is explained. Paradox-

ically, in this setting, jet formation causally is related

to the viscosity of the liquid.

Bubble size and liquid viscosity are varied. It is

shown that fast jet formation persists for a wide range

of liquid viscosities, including e.g. 50 cSt silicone

oil. Bubble dynamics and the jet formation mech-

anism are discussed for values of a bubble Reynolds

number, Reb, ranging from 15 to 50 000, with fast jet

formation occurring for Reb ≳ 300.

Keywords: bubble dynamics, cavitation, erosion,

finite volume method, jet formation

NOMENCLATURE

B [Pa] Tait pressure

nT [−] Tait exponent

p [Pa] pressure

t [s] time

x, y, z [µm] coordinates

U [m/s] velocity

❚ [kg/(ms2)] viscous stress tensor

Req [µm] equivalent bubble radius

γg [−−] adiabatic exponent, gas

µ [kg/(ms)] dynamic viscosity

ν [m2/s] kinematic viscosity

ρ [kg/m3] density

σ [kg/s2] surface tension coefficient

Subscripts and Superscripts

init initial conditions

jet, jf jet, jet formation

l, g liquid, gas

max maximum

∞ ambient conditions

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to their erosive power, cavitation bubbles

collapsing close to solid boundaries have been sub-

ject to intense investigations for several decades.

Mainly two phenomena associated with the collapse

of the bubble are considered responsible for the de-

structive action: a high-speed, axial liquid jet direc-

ted towards the solid and the shock waves emitted

after the collapse of the resulting torus bubble.

Usually, jets form by involution of the bubble

wall and reach a speed of the order of 100 m/s un-

der normal ambient conditions [1, 2, 3, 4], see also

[5, Fig. 21]. For bubbles expanding and collapsing

in ultimate proximity to the solid, however, very thin

axial jets of the order of 1000 m/s are formed, follow-

ing the violent self-impact of annular liquid inflow at

the axis of symmetry [6, 7, 4, 8, 9] and [10].

The mechanism of fast jet formation as well as

the explanation of the typical “bell shape” of the

bubble during collapse, that is observed in the ex-

periment, see Figure 1, is briefly sketched in Fig-

ures 2 – 4 for a millimeter sized bubble in water.

Shown are the bubble shape together with the ve-

locity or pressure field at several stages of bubble

evolution. During the rapid expansion of the bubble

a boundary layer adjacent to the solid forms, as in-

dicated in Fig. 2 (top). This boundary layer causes

the outer rim of the bubble to slightly “lift-off” from
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Figure 1. Bubble collapsing right at a plane solid

boundary in water, taken from [9, Fig. 16]. Com-

parison of experimental high-speed photographs

(odd rows) and the result of ray-tracing a numer-

ical 3D simulation (even rows). In the last two

rows magnifications with enhanced contrast are

shown as inserts. Frame width 664.5 µm.

the solid surface. At maximum extension the bubble

shape is hemi-spherical, except for the region around

the outer bubble rim, which exhibits a much larger

curvature than the remainder of the bubble, see Fig. 2

(bottom). For bubbles in a low viscosity liquid, such

as water, this deviation from hemi-spherical shape

might seem marginal. Nevertheless, it is decisive for

the fast jet forming in the late collapse phase. The

high curvature region at the outer rim collapses faster

than the remainder of the bubble leading to an indent-

ation, as shown in Figs 1 and 3.

The indentation sharpens and leads to an annu-

lar inflow, that arrives faster at the axis of symmetry,

than the spherical cap comes down. As a result, the

annular inflow impacts onto itself, momentarily gen-

erating a very high pressure. The self-impact leads to

the emission of a shock wave and liquid is squeezed

maximum extension

high curvature
 

expansion phase

boundary
layer

Figure 2. Bubble expanding right at a plane solid

boundary in water. Results of an axially symmet-

ric simulation. Shown is a cut through the bubble.

The color gives the magnitude of the velocity in

m/s. Arrows indicate the direction of the flow. At

t = 57µs the bubble attains the maximum volume

with R
eq
max = 627µm. Frame size 1.6 × 0.8 mm.

into the bubble in form of a very fast, thin jet, see

Fig. 4 (middle). The jet ist also seen in the experi-

mental photograph in Fig. 1 in the last but one row.

Subsequently, the jet impacts onto the solid with a

speed of the order of 1000 m/s, causing a large pres-

sure load on the solid. Finally, the remaining torus

bubble collapses, accompanied by the emission of a

torus shock wave, see Fig. 4 (bottom).

First photographs of this type of fast jet have

been given in [11] for a bubble under reduced am-

bient pressure, however, no interpretation could be

given then. Photographic evidence of the fast jet un-

der normal ambient conditions could only be given

recently in [8, 9]. With a combination of experi-

mental photographs and ray-tracing a 3D numerical

simulation, see Fig. 1, a lower bound of 732m/s was

estimated for the average speed of the fast jet. Re-

cently, [10] presented new experimental evidence for

the fast jet, including photographic recordings of the

shock wave that is emitted after self-impact of the

annular inflow, see Fig. 4. A lower bound of 850m/s

for the average jet speed could be inferred from these

photographs.

Since the fast annular inflow causally is related

to the viscosity of the liquid, it is of interest to

quantify the influence of liquid viscosity on the jet

formation process. Considering, that in low viscos-
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collapse phase

indentation

collapse phase

annular inflow

Figure 3. Collapse phase of the bubble in Figure

2. The color gives the magnitude of the velocity in

m/s. Frame size 1.6 × 0.8 mm.

ity liquids the bubble shape at maximum extension is

hemi-spherical to a very good extent, the equivalent

radius of a hemi-sphere,

R
eq
max := (3Vmax/(2π))

1/3, (1)

with Vmax the maximum volume of the bubble, is

taken as a measure of bubble size. Given this, it is

natural to define a dimensionless number, a bubble

Reynolds number Reb, from R
eq
max, the velocity scale

√

p∞/ρl,∞, and the kinematic viscosity of the liquid,

νl = µl/ρl,∞, as

Reb =
R

eq
max

√

p∞/ρl,∞

νl
, (2)

where p∞ is the ambient pressure and ρl,∞ denotes

the density of the liquid at ambient conditions.

Bubbles expanding and collapsing right at a solid

boundary in liquids with different viscosities have

been investigated experimentally by [12] and [13]

in different contexts. In [12] the ejection of liquid

through a hole in the plate was investigated, whereas

the investigations in [13] were in view of laser ab-

lation in liquids. Both works did not investigate the

mechanisms of jet formation.

In the following, we vary two parameters, bubble

size and viscosity of the liquid, and numerically

study the overall dynamics of the bubbles as well

as the formation of jets. The bubble shown in Figs

2 – 4 serves as reference for the parameter study.

The Reynolds number of the reference bubble with

R
eq
max = 627µm under normal ambient conditions in

collapse phase

self-impact
of annular
inflow 

collapse phase

shock wave
fast jet

collapse

collapse of the
torus bubble

shock wave

Figure 4. Fast jet formation and final stages of the

collapse of the bubble in Figure 2. The color gives

the pressure in bar. Frame size 1.6 × 0.8 mm.

water evaluates to Reb = 6289.

We present the bubble model and the numerical

implementation in Section 2. Results from the para-

meter studies are presented in Section 3 and Conclu-

sions are given in Section 4.

2. BUBBLE MODEL AND NUMERICAL

IMPLEMENTATION

The bubble model consists of a bubble filled with

a small amount of non-condensable gas (air) surroun-

ded by a liquid. The gas is taken to be ideal, under-

going adiabatic changes of state, pρ
−γg

g = const, with

p the pressure, ρg the density of the gas and γg the

ratio of specific heats (γg = 1.4 for air). Phase trans-

ition is not considered here. The liquid is modeled as

a compressible fluid with the Tait equation of state,

(p + B)ρ
−nT

l
= const, with ρl the density of the li-

quid, B the Tait pressure and nT the Tait exponent,

taken to be B = 305MPa, nT = 7.15 here. The vapor

pressure is small compared to the ambient pressure of
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p∞ = 101315 Pa and therefore is neglected. Thermo-

dynamic effects, mass exchange through the bubble

wall as well as gravity are neglected. Liquid and gas

are considered as viscous fluids. In particular, includ-

ing the viscosity of the liquid is essential for fast jet

formation here. Surface tension is included, but is

not essential for the findings presented here.

The equations are formulated for a single fluid

with density ρ, pressure p and velocity U satisfying

the Navier-Stokes equation (3) and continuity equa-

tion (4). In order to distinguish between the two

phases liquid and gas, volume fractions αl and αg are

introduced, with αl = 1 in the liquid phase and αl = 0

in the gas phase and αg = 1−αl. Since no mass trans-

fer across the interface is considered, the individual

phases satisfy the continuity equations (5).

∂(ρU)

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρU ⊗ U) = −∇p + ∇ ·❚ + fσ , (3)

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρU) = 0 , (4)

∂(αiρi)

∂t
+ ∇ · (αiρiU) = 0 , i = l, g . (5)

∇ denotes the gradient, ∇· is the divergence, and ⊗

the tensorial product. The density field, ρ, is written

as ρ = αlρl + αgρg. ❚ is the viscous stress tensor of

a Newtonian fluid,

❚ = µ

(

∇U + (∇U)T
−

2

3
(∇ · U) ■

)

, (6)

with µ = αlµl + αgµg, where µl, µg are the dynamic

viscosities of liquid and gas, taken to be constant

here. Surface tension is included via a force dens-

ity field fσ(x, t) [see, e.g., 14].

Equations (3)–(5) are discretized with the finite

volume method. The numerical implementation is

based on the open source software package Open-

FOAM [15, 16]. A pressure based two-phase solver

is adapted for our purpose [17].

Simulations are performed in axial symmetry.

A sketch of the computational domain and the grid

structure is given in Figure 5. The grid is Cartesian

with a uniform grid spacing of ∆x ≈ R
eq
max/627 in an

inner region. Further out, a polar cell ordering is used

with the grid spacing increasing progressively in ra-

dial direction. The number of cells typically amounts

to 140 000 for this series of runs.

Initially, a small hemi-spherical bubble with ra-

dius Rinit and high internal pressure pg,init ≫ p∞
is placed in the still liquid directly at the solid sur-

face. p∞ denotes the ambient pressure, which is set

to p∞ = 101315Pa in all simulations.

At the solid surface no-slip boundary conditions

are imposed for the velocity, U = 0, the normal de-

rivative of pressure is set to zero, ∂n p = 0, and the li-

quid volume fraction αl is set to 1 at the solid. At the

outer boundary approximate non-reflecting boundary

conditions are specified for velocity and pressure.

x

y

solid boundary

axis
approx. 
 non-reflecting

refinement
bubble

refinement

Figure 5. Sketch of the computational domain and

the grid structure (not to scale).
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Figure 6. Maximum radius of the bubble as a

function of 1/νl for series 1. The reference bubble

is indicated by an arrow.

3. RESULTS

Bubble dynamics is investigated by means of

several series of simulations. Essentially, two para-

meters are varied, the bubble size and the viscosity

of the liquid. In this investigation Reb varies from 16

to 50 600. Four one-parameter series of simulations

are presented.

In series 1 the liquid viscosity is varied between

µl = 0.125µH2O and µl = 300µH2O, while initial

data Rinit = 21/320µm, pg,init = 1.1 × 104bar are

kept fixed. The reference bubble is included in this

series. The bubble Reynolds numbers lie in the inter-

val Reb ∈ [16, 50605]. Figure 6 shows the maximum

equivalent radius as a function of 1/νl. As expec-

ted, the maximum radius decreases with increasing

viscosity, as the portion of the bubble energy that is

dissipated increases.

For series 2–4 the liquid properties are kept fixed

and the maximum radius of the bubble is varied by

changing initial data. The three liquids under con-
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Figure 7. Time from bubble inception to the max-

imum extension (top) and time from the max-

imum extension to the first collapse (bottom).

sideration are water and 30 cSt and 50 cSt silicone

oils. Material properties of the 30 cSt silicone oil are

ρl,∞ = 971 kg/m3, µl = 0.029 kg/(ms) yielding νl =

29.9 × 10−6m2/s and of the 50 cSt silicone oil ρl,∞ =

956 kg/m3, µl = 0.0478 kg/(ms), νl = 50×10−6 m2/s.

For water ρl,∞ = 998.2kg/m3 µl = 0.0001kg/(ms).

The reference bubble is included in series 2. Overall,

the maximum radii R
eq
max vary between 255 µm and

5200 µm. The bubble Reynolds numbers span the

range between 52 and 50500.

Figure 7 shows the time from the initial condi-

tions to the maximum extension, t(Vmax), normal-

ized with the Rayleigh collapse time, Tc(R
eq
max) =

0.915R
eq
max

√

ρl,∞/p∞, of a bubble with radius R
eq
max

(top). For low viscosity liquids this ratio is close

to 1. With increasing viscosity or decreasing bubble

size this quantity slightly decreases. The time from

maximum extension to the first collapse, on the other

hand, considerably decreases with increasing viscos-

ity or decreasing bubble size, as shown in Fig. 7

(bottom). In total, expansion and collapse get more

and more asymmetric with increasing viscosity or de-

creasing bubble size.

Figure 8 shows the bubble shape at maximum

extension for selected values of the bubble Reynolds

number including the reference bubble with Reb =

6289. The thickness of the viscous boundary layer

during the expansion phase increases with decreasing

bubble Reynolds number. As a consequence the dis-

0
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1
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−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1

y
/R

e
q

m
a
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x/R
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Reb = 25230

Reb = 6289

Reb = 150

Reb = 53

Reb = 16

Figure 8. Bubble shapes at maximum extension

for different values of Reb taken from series 1,2

and 4. The solid line represents the reference

bubble (water, R
eq
max = 627µm,Reb = 6289)

tance of the outer rim of the bubble at maximum ex-

tension increases with decreasing Reb. Furthermore,

with decreasing Reynolds number bubble expansion

along the solid wall is hindered and expansion in the

direction orthogonal to the solid is increased. In total,

the bubble shape changes from hemi-spherical with

a slight “elevation” of the outer bubble rim for very

high Reynolds numbers to a shape that resembles

more an oblate spheroid for small Reynolds numbers.

Figure 9 shows the bubble shapes during col-

lapse for four liquids from series 1, including the ref-

erence bubble. In water with Reb = 6289 the high

curvature region at the outer bubble rim involutes

and the bubble shape shows the indentation that has

been described in Sec. 1. The indentation ultimately

leads to the self impact of the annular inflow and the

formation of the fast jet. For Reb = 150 (second

row) the higher curvature region at the outer bubble

rim involutes as well. However, here the higher vis-

cosity damps the relative motion and no annular in-

flow, faster than the surroundings, develops. The

bubble surface stays smooth. The timing is such, that

a spherical cap with higher curvature on top of the

bubble is developing, which collapses faster than the

bubble sides. A jet forms at the end of the collapse

of the spherical cap by involution of the bubble wall.

The speed of the jet for this value of Reb amounts to

approximately 500 m/s.

For even smaller Reynolds numbers Reb = 34

and 16 (Fig. 9 third and last row), there seem to be

three regions during bubble collapse. A region close

to the solid, where there is hardly any movement,

a middle region around the “belly” of the bubble,

which collapses faster and involutes, and a cap which

seems to collapse in an approximately spherical man-

ner. These three regions are indicated and separated

by sharp edges in the bubble shape, which are more

pronounced for the smaller Reynolds number. We

note, that these sharp edges are not a numerical arte-

fact, but are seen in the experiment as well, compare

e.g. the shape of a collapsing bubble in PAO40 in
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[13]. A broad jet with a speed of 110 m/s is formed

by involution of the bubble wall for Reb = 34. There

is no jet formation for Reb = 16.

Figures 10 and 11 show the bubble shape and

pressure field around jet formation for the bubbles

with Reb = 150 and Reb = 34. In Fig. 10 the jet

forms at the end of a fast collapsing spherical cap by

involution of the bubble wall. A high pressure region

forms due to the in-rushing liquid. The magnitude

of pressure, however, is several orders of magnitude

smaller than after the self-impact of annular inflow

in Fig. 4, above. The high pressure region connec-

ted to the broad jet in Fig. 11 is one further order of

magnitude smaller.

Figure 12 gives the jet speeds for all four series

of simulations. For Reb ≲ 300 jets are formed by in-

volution of the upper bubble wall, as shown in Fig. 9

in the last three rows and in Figs 10 and 11. Data

points of all series of simulations collapse on a single

line. For Reb ≳ 300 fast jet formation is observed.

Within a series of simulations, the jet speed seems to

be roughly independent of Reb, but differs between

the series. We note, however, that the jet speed in the

axially symmetric simulations numerically depends

on the grid spacing, since jet formation arises from

liquid self-impact at the axis, which is a nearly sin-

gular phenomenon. Nevertheless, we include these

values here, since a trend in variation of the jet speed

might be inferred from them.

Figure 13 shows the equivalent radius of the

bubble, which is a measure of bubble size, at the mo-

ment of jet formation, R
eq

jf
. For fast jet formation and

the jets forming after the collapse of a spherical cap,

the moment of jet formation can be defined by a pres-

sure maximum at the axis. Data concerning the form-

ation of a slow jet, as shown in Fig. 9 (third row) are

not included in Fig. 13, since this type of jet forma-

tion is not connected to a pressure maximum at the

axis.

R
eq

jf
is maximum at Reb ≃ 100 and decreases for

smaller and larger Reb. The transition from jet form-

ation after the collapse of a spherical cap to jet form-

ation after self-impact of an annular inflow is smooth

in the quantity R
eq

jf
. Increasing Reb further, fast jet

formation happens later and later in the bubble evol-

ution.

4. CONCLUSION

The dynamics of bubbles expanding and col-

lapsing right at a solid boundary has been investig-

ated numerically for a range of bubble sizes and li-

quid viscosities.

We find the formation of a fast, thin jet after self-

impact from an annular inflow for a wide range of

combinations of bubble size and liquid viscosity. In

terms of a bubble Reynolds number, Reb, as defined

here, fast jet formation is found for Reb ≳ 300. For

larger values of Reb the formation of the fast jet hap-

pens later and later in the bubble evolution, whereas

the average jet speed seems to be roughly independ-
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Figure 9. Bubble shape during the collapse phase

for four liquids with viscosities µl = µH2O (ref-

erence bubble), µl = 40µH2O, µl = 160µH2O, and

µl = 300µH2O. The bubble Reynolds numbers are

Reb = 6289, 150, 34, 16. Time proceeds from outer

to inner curves.
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Figure 10. Bubble shape and pressure field in bar

around jet formation for a bubble with Reb = 150,

as in Fig. 9, second row.

Figure 11. Bubble shape and pressure field in bar

around jet formation for a bubble with Reb = 34,

as in Fig. 9, third row.
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Figure 13. Equivalent radius of the bubble at the

moment of jet formation.

ent of Reb.

For Reb ≲ 300 the jet formation mechanism

changes and the jet forms by involution of the upper

bubble wall. It has been demonstrated for Reb = 150

that the jet forms after a high curvature spherical cap

has collapsed. For Reb = 34 a “slow”, broad jet

is formed. The transition between theses types of

jet from involution of the bubble wall seems to be

gradually. The jet speed continuously decreases with

decreasing Reb. For Reb = 16 no jet is found, the

bubble stays simply connected during the first col-

lapse and beyond.
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